INTRODUCTION
The addition of dispersed �torage and generation (DSG) from PY and WECS resources to the electrical utility distribution network can pose technical problems for both the dispersed generator owner and the distribution network operator.
Instability and protection problems will occur, not as a func tion of the absolute power levels generated by DSG, but rather as a function of the DSG power output and the opera ting condition and power level of the transmission and distri bution network into which the DSGs feed.
Incorporating renewable energy resources like wind and pho tovoltaics into the electricity distribution system introduces variables such as weather, area generation reserve, automatic generation control (AOC), and the inconsistency and diurnal ity of the solar resource. Because a utility's investment in its distribution system often amounts to 40-60% of its plant and equipment inventory in vestment, it is imperative that new and effective distribution techniques be developed to successfully integrate all levels and types of DSG without imposing technical and economic burdens on any of the parties concerned. Figure 1 shows a schematic of a typical radial distribution feeder derived from a 12.47-kV substation bus. New energy technology generation will be added to this type of network in the future, both from intermediate load a()plications (i.e., shopping centers) and residential generation.
The quality of the [JOWer from DSG is of [)rimary concern to the utility; voltage and frequency are particularly important.
Utilities are often required by state law to meet voltage reg ulation requirements of _\NSI C84.1:1977, and var control is an important requirement.
The main effects u9on voltage regulation arise from the re versal of the usual direction of current flow under certain conditions. On a radial system serving only load, as shown in Fig. 1 , the power r1ow is unidirectional from source to load. But with the addition of dispersed generation, the direction of power flow will be de9endent on the magnitude of the load, the magnitude of the dispersed generation, and their relative locations.
This seemingly simple phenomenon and departure from radial ity can have profound effects on distribution system opera tions and planning and protection practices.
Safety considerations are also of prime importance where dispersed generation is concerned, and utilities will require positive and lockable open disconnect.:: for DSGs.
Another factor that must be considered is the stability of su9ply criteria, because non-DSG consumers rnust not be ad versely affected by the operation of nearby DSGs. Load frequency control is the normal method of maintaining stability. This is evident in Fig. 2 wherein the 27/59/810U relay gives � �rotection in this instance.
Power conditioning svstern (PCS) technology with renewable energy ir.staila; u�es $-Catie soli d-state inverters ana .-ec tifiers. The ·. vavr: cistortion and harmonic com9onencs '.n the power waveform given out by these devices can have pro- found effects upon protective relaying performance and coordination.
The effects of harmonics on eleetromecbanical and stat ic relays must be full y aw both eeiated and understood before DSGs can be effectively integrated into utility distribution systems.
From a utility transmission and distribution point of view, the impact of significant levels of DSG on base loads will need to be studied. This will be particularly pertinent to the rural electric utility which does not import much power. A base loaded thermal :;>lant that is excessively cycled to follow load can incur damage to water tubes and other equipment from thermal stress. Air pollution contr ol equipment performance can also be compromised by boiler turn-down cycling.
Other steps that need to be taken before incorporating a DSG into a network (other than considering it negative load) are load now, short-circuit current, and transient stability analyses.
These steps will not be dealt with in this paper, because a considerable body of literature already exists on these tech niques using computer aided design (CAD), albeit none deal specifically with DSG (1).
On-site storage at PY or WECS generation sites to 09timize the capacity factor where time-of-day rates may be u.sed will obviously affect load flow and short-circuit current analysis, particularly at 9hotovoltaic sites selling electricity back to the utility.
Effects
of Waveform Distortion and Harmonics on Distribution Protection Equioment System harmonics affect distribution protection relays in var ious ways leading to possible relay misoperation. Relays that depend on crest values and/or current-voltage zeros for their operation are obviously affected by harmonics. For instance, it is well known that the presence of excessive third harmonic currents may trip ground fault relays inappropriately. Third harmonic waveforms on the three phases of an electrical sup ply system are normally in phase with each other. When the three phases are joined in a wye connection, the harmonic :urreGts reinforce �aen :::che!" :n 1:!1e �!'OUnCe':l rteutrai :eg.
Generally the effects of harmonics on protective relays are as follows:
• Relays tend to operate slower with higher 9ick-up values rather than faster with lower pick-up values. This ten dency can often affect coordination, sensitivity, and selectivity.
• Static underfrequency relays are susceptible to substantial changes in 09erating characteristics.
• In many cases the changes in 09erating characteristics are relatively small over the moderate range of distortion ex pected from well-designed and engineered DSG installations.
• Standardized performance of relays from different manu facturers in the presence of wave distortion and harmonics
is not available at this time.
• Based on harmonic content, operating torques of relays can often become reversed. This can have serious implications for directional overcurrant relaying using standard
techniques.
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• Operating times can vary widely as a function of fre quency, i.e., harmonic mix in the metered quantity.
• Balanced beam impedance relays can exhibit both over reach and underreach in the presence of harmonics.
• Harmonics can impair the high-speed operation of differen tial relays and can exhibit complete restraint.
More specifically, the operatin principle of a given relay or other protective device can have g a major effect u9on how the device responds to harmonics contained in the power waveform.
Electromechanical (EM) relays tend to respond to the funda mental frequency component of a distorted wave, but this varies considerably among differing designs.
Fuse Jinks tend to resoond to the RMS value, but large fuses of irregular sha9e, i.e:, noncircular, have some sensitivity to high frequencies from skin and 9roximity effects. Selfcontained molded case circuit breakers tend to be more sensitive than fuses to distortion components.
Solid-state static relays (formerly se nsitive to high frequency components) are now built with a variety of frequency and waveform resoonses that employ microprocessor tecr. mques. Some relays, while insensitive to the frequency of an a9plied sine wave, may be se nsitive to the waveform res � lting fr � m the presence of two or more frequencies. Thus, m a hostile _ . harmonic environment, a protective system coordmat1on plan based on 60-Hz values may not provide the desired results if distortion effects are significant.
The effect of waveform distortion on other power equipment may be more significant that has been generally realized. All large and closely spaced conductors and windings on mag netic cores are subject to skin and proximity effects. These effects result from a nonuniform current distribution within the conductor and cause an increase in the apparent imped ance of the conductor. This is a function of frequency, con ductor geometry, and harmonics typicall y found on feeders and can be significant. Such effects are not at present treated in the National Electric Code (NEC), but may have to be in the future as nonlinear loads and dispersed generation levels increase.
During fault conditions nonlinearity of resistance can result in wave distortion. Also during the fault conditions the load may substantiall y vanish and the wave distortion environment normally observed may not exist during the incidence of the fault. Back-up relays remote from the fault may carry ap preciable load current (with its distortion) as well as the fault current which may or may not contain additional distortion.
At present each of these unknowns is treated by building more margin into the system than might be prudent or neces sary, based on 60-Hz data, thereby compromising safety.
With the addition of dispersed generation to the system, a further level of complication will be introduced. It is there fore desirable to better understand relay operating parame ters in the presence of harmonics that are generated by dispersed generation power conditioners and nonlinear loads.
The effects upon high impedance fault detection of wave dis tortion generated by DGSs must also be considered. These techniques employ some of the statistical properties of third harmonic power often generated by these hard-to-detect faults.
In their interconnection rules for DSG, one utility makes the fellowing sti[)ulation: "At [)resent no :standards exist for the harmonic output of power inverters. If a customer using 5Uch a device for [)arallel generation is found to be interfering with other customers or the util ity, or if standards are ado[)ted in the future, the generating customer may be required to in stall filtering to bring the harmonic le•1el of his inverter to an accei;itable level."
The important words here are "found to be interfering with other customers or the utility."
At the present time there is no method whereby a quantita tive determination of the effects of a particular customer's harmonic generation can be made. It is entirely possible now that a dispersed generating customer could be required to un dergo considerable expense to install filters and deal with the attendant problems they can cause (2), when the additional equipment may not be needed because the electrical charac teristics of the customer's power conditioner, the intertie point, and subsequent distribution system have mitigated or eliminated the effects of his particular harmonic generation upon the system. However, feeder harmonic simulation com [)Uter programs have been developed, which can be of immense help (3).
A further complication in this problem is that harmonic gen eration levels with some popular types of i;iower conditioning equipment vary as a function of the time of day, solar irradi ance, and wind velocity.
�f the !nve�:ers i. n power �onditicning �qui9ment ·3�re ��rr�nt sourced devices that may inject narmonic currents at the in tertie point caused by !Zh vo ltage drops, it must be determined which way the harmonic currents will propagate.
They may propagate into the distribution system with its mul titude of protective devices, which, as has already been stat ed, may be vulnerable to harmonics, or -they may now into residential loads.
Generall y the impedances of paralleled household electrical appliances will be higher than the distribution transformer and its ass ociated feeders. On this ass umption the harmonic currents will propagate onto the distribution system. How ever, if residential loads should prove to be resonant at any particular harmonic, the situation could change radically (4).
The problem of harmonics can be further enhanced by having multiple dispersed generators with static inverter i;iower con ditioners feeding the same power transformer, as shown in Fig. 3 . When harmonic power from the various equipment is in phase coherence, the power is additive.
Digital frequency relays are particularly sensitive to harmon ics. Increased sensitivity is evident as harmonic content in creases; this can result in uncoordinated load shedding during frequency excursions on the system. Some digital frequency relays tend to decrease in sensitivity as harmonics increase, and again this can lead to mistripping during frequency abnormalities (5).
Protective relays generall y do not respond to any one identi fiable parameter such as the RMS value of a primary quantity or the fundamental frequency of that quantity. As a related consideration, the performance of a relay to a range of single frequency inputs is not an indication of how that relay will respond to a composite distorted wave containing those fre quencies. Superposition does not seem to apply in this situa tion. Multi-in9ut relays may be less predictable than single input relays in the presence of wave distortion. Furthermore, relay response under distorted conditions may vary among relays having the same nominal frequency characteristics.
Res[)onse varies not only among different relay manufac turers, but also among different vintages cf relays from the same manufacturer.
While there appears to be a myriad of i;iroblems associated with harmonics affecting the performance of distribution pro tection equipment, a first step in a solution to these problems is setting performance criteria relating to harmonic. output from power conditioning equipment (6, 7).
Load flow analysis, at harmonic frequen�ies, of a network containing dispersed generation will i;irovide data on electri cal characteristics of intertie i;ioints and resonant situations ·� that could arise at the intertie point and beyond for a given level of dispersed generation and its harmonic output.
GENERAL ASPECTS OF THE PROTECTION PROBLEM ASSOCIATED WITH DIS PERSED GENERATION

Short. Circuits
Short circuit currents on distribution circuits range from over 20,000 amperes to less than 1 ampere for high impedance sin gle-phase.-to-ground faults.
The maximum fault cwrent can be controlled by system de sign, and most utilities set an upper limit of approximately lOK amperes, so as not to exceed the rating of certain types or distribution line equipment. Maximum fault currents are limited by restricting substation transformer size and imped ance by installing bus or circuit reactors, or by inserting re actance or resistance in the transformer neutral. On most circuits, the maximum value fault is a bolted, single-phase to-ground short at the substation. But since zero-sequence impedance or a distribution circuit is about three times the positive sequence value, a three-phase short circuit becomes the higher magnitude fault after moving down the line feeder a rew thousand feet.
Minimum fault current magnitude cannot be controlled as the value is largely dependent upon fault resistance. These faults are the most difficult to detect and often constitute a dan gerous situation. Wind and photovoltaics power conditioning units will be affected by this problem, particularly at low ir1-solation levels and wind velocity.
Clearing times for short circuits on distribution circuits will vary widely, depending on fault magnitude and the type of protective equipment installed. In general on most well de signed circuits, faults above 3000 amperes will be cleared in 0.1 seconds or less. Low-current faults frequently require clearing times of five to ten seconds or longer, and some very low level (but often dangerous) ground faults may not be cleared at all, except by manual disconnection.
Under certain utility operations it is possible for negative se quence currents to now ir.to a dispersed generator installa tion. This possibility and zero-sequence components should be avoided by appropriate isolation transformer connection.
Furthermore, fuse coordination could be a problem, primarily a function of the types of transformer connection used grounded wye/delta is the worst case because zero sequence current at the substation is reduced, causing desensitization of ground fault protective devices. Double sour2e feeding a fault from DSG and main supply can result in I t problems, often resulting in premature opening.
Circuit Protection Figure 3 shows a typical distribution circuit with common protective devices. The circuit is normally supplied through a single power breaker located at the supply substation and is divided into various protection zones by automatic sectional izing devices. These devices are carefully coordinated so that a fault in any section can be quickly isolated with mini mum or no interruption in service to other nonfaulty parts of the system. Of course, a fault occurring in the main trunk section near the source power circuit breaker will require that the entire circuit be interrupted. However, if automatic rec losing is employed, the duration of the outages caused by transient nonbolted faults in the affected zone will be limited to a brief interval. often considerably less than one second. Phase relays are relatively insensitive to single.-phase-to ground faults because they must be set to operate above the maximum expected load current under emergency condi tions.
As a result, phase relay settings of 600 to 1200 amperes are not uncommon, particularly in urban areas. The ground relay receives the vector sum of the currents in the three phase (31}) relays, !!nd both types must be coordinated with all other protective devices, including those associated with dispersed generation.
The sensitivity of phase and ground overcurrent relays i.s gen erally limited because they must be low enough to coordinate with all downst.-eam protective devices and high enough to prevent incorrect tripping due to large inrush currents that may occur during cold load pick-u;i.
Ground relays must also be set high enough to prevent acci dental tripping on load imbalance, and this imbalance may be greatly increased upon the operation of a fuse or oil circuit recloser serving a single-phase tr ansformer tap. Imbalances caused by the variability of solar dispersed generation merely complicate the matter.
Consider the time-current responses shown in Fig. 5 , If the largest recloser on a particular circuit is represented by curve A, a ground relay set as shown in curve B will properly coordinate with this recloser. However, operation of the re closer will cause a change in the residual. load current as sensed and measured by the ground relay.
This may result in a current higher than the relay setting, and the entire circuit would be incorl'ectly tripped. To overcome this problem, it is frequently necessary to set ground relays as high as one half the setting on the phase relays; some com panies have found it necessary to remove all residually con nected relays from their distribution circuits because of this.
The detection of ground faults on a single-phase tap may be greatly improved if a fuse or a recloser is installed at the point where the tap is connected to the main line. This de vice will usually operate at a considerably lower fault current level than the relays at the station breaker. However, their sensitivity is still limited by the amount of load current that must be carried on the tap, and the fact that they must coor dinate with the fuse protecting the largest transformer con nected �o the tan. Protection may also be improved by providing properly coor dinated protective devices on the various subbranches. Experience has shown, however, that even lightly fused sub branches may be subject to downed conductors that are not de-energized. This generally occurs when a high resistance at the point of fault has limited the ground fault current to a very few amperes. Note that the sensitivity of any overcur rent protective device will always be limited by the need to survive the heavy inrush currents that will occur when feeder circuits have been de-energized for a long outage. Such cur rents have increased markedly in recent years, particularly with the increased use of home and commercial electric heat ing and cooling units (heat pum9s) in many areas. Addition of dispersed generation into such circuits further complicates the coordination problems (see Appendix).
Automatic Reclosing 09cration of dis9ersed storage and generation (8) may be af fected by the automatic reclosing schedule adopted by indivi dual utilities for their distribution circuits.
Some utilities do not reclose the substation PCB after protec tive relay 09erations under any circumstances, but prefer to rely on supervisory control (SCADA) or manual restoration of service. Some utilities prefer one-time ultra-high-s;;ieed re closing on all overhead circuits. Most utilities, however, will employ multiple-shot reclosing for their distribution station breakers, as shown in Fig. A4 .
The initial reclosing can take 0.33 seconds or as many as 3 to 5 seconds. Then one or two additional time-delayed shots are prog�ammed on the PCB reclosing relay.
A typical reclosing schedule might be "instantaneous" fol lowed by 16 seconds, then 60 seconds; or instantaneous, fol lowed by 3 or 30 seconds, followed by 15 seconds.
In general automatic reclosing is not permitted on under ground network systems because faults there tend to be pre dominantly bolted or permanent. In any event the protection aspects of DSG must be fully coordinated with all network switching philosophy.
Three-phase and single-phase oil circuit reclosers (OCR} are widely used on overhead distribution lines. Most of these de vices are set to provide "three-shots to lock-out"; that is, after a fault has been detected by an overcurrent sensing element, the recloser will open to de-energize the circuit and reclose after a short period. The sequence will be repeated a few more times unless the fault has been cleared. If the fault ,.; "t)ermanem, ' �:.e ;ec1oser -.v1il remain <Jpen ar";; er 1:ne (ourtn trt;i 09er>Hion.
In re closer operations it is important that all associated DSGs liable to feed a fault are disconnected before the recloser commences it sequence, to avoid sustaining the arc. Restora tion sequences, perhaps computer controlled, will be under taken after the fault is cleared.
Unlike the current-limiting fuse, circuit breaker reclosing is not designed to limit equipment damage at the fault site, but to protect the continuity of power to the unfaulted remainder of the network.
Protection Technique
In presently used electric distribution systems, both overvolt age and overcurrent protection is required. Overcurrent pro tection is provided by the time-current coordination of fuses, sectionalizers, and reclosers that are used to sense and iso late fault currents with minimal interruption to consumers, while providing maximum equipment 9rotection. Under some conditions these two requirements are mutually exclusive.
Overcurrent sensing can sometimes be difficult on large in . �
terconnected networks, where current surges are frequent and felt, to some degree, throughout the parallel network.
Most distribution networks in use today are radial in their electrical configuration, and overcurrent 9rotection is pro vided by unidirectional time-current relays that are not generally designed to protect distribution systems having bi directional power now.
Overvoltage protection resulting from surges produced by lightning, line-switching transients, ferroresonance, etc. can be provided by various surge arrestors.
These types of protection can be affected by dispersed solar generation since power output can vary due to weather variabilities.
Start-up and cold load pick-up causing phase imbalances can also induce overvoltage transients on the distribution network that may be sensed. Furtherr(lore, zero sequence resonance can occur due to excitation of neutral capacitor banks during faults, which causes overvoltages to be incident. Ferro resonance can also be a problem with 30 connected DSGs.
Protection of a distribution system against abnormal opera ting conditions means that the protection equipment must be configured to be optimally sensitive and selective and to op erate at a speed that detects and isolates abnormal current in a time frame that will not cause damage to distribution equipment and will not unduly interrupt service to con sumers. This is normally done by correct coc0 rdination of 9ro tection equipment.
However, the introduction of dispersed generation into the network necessitates a reevaluation of current techniques, 9rimarily because the dispersed generation may change cur rent flow from unidirectional to bidirectional, and fault cur rent magnitudes will no longer decrease down the feeder.
One positive attribute of dispersed generation, however, may be its support of voltage on long rural lines, instead of the current method of switched ca;;iacitors or employing voltage regulator equipment.
The var support on lines is also possible by correctly phasing power conditioning units, when not in use at solar dispersed generation sites, particularly on feeders in rural areas.
A particular concern is how the effects of dispersed solar generation with its time variant p!irameters may g_ffect pre sent time-current coordination derived from steady-state load now and short-circuit analyses.
The concept of negative lead has been advanced for dispatch OI 110nsola.r -:: ongenerac1on a• ,ow �<:Ve!S -:;c· .1eCWOrK ;Jcnecra tion and is oeing used effectively oy 'Jtilities at :?resent.
However
During the short 9eriod of recloser operation, synchronism with a non-line-dependent device could be lost, and reclosing out of' synchronization could damage a DSG from heavy in rush currents caused by out-of-9hase voltages. If there is sufficient energy storage in the commutation circuitry of line dependent inverter equi9ment, short-term isolated operation is pos3ible for a single DSG, and i;>erhaps longer-term opera tion for multiple dispersed generators disconnected from the primary supply (i.e., interactive operation between dispersed generators on the same feeder section).
In both instances a dangerous situation can arise for linesmen working with bare hands, when frequency and/or voltage tol erances of relays all ow an "island" to exist even briefly.
This could be considered the equivalent of wide acting gover nors on electromagnetic rotating machinery.
Low-power, single-phase dispersed generation intertied to three-phase distribution systems can cause unbalanced conditions to oc cur, both during cold load pick-up and relaying operations. If the system becomes heavily imbalanced, negative sequence currents will flow that could actuate negative sequence re lays or damage electromechanical equipment also connected to the line. This could prove a particularly serious problem on rural lines that supply milking equipment. As little as one volt between neutral and ground can cause problems.
For viable and effective utilization and control of dispersed generation, it is vital that c:orrect coordination be obtained.
Properly functioning coordination ensures that when a problem occurs the right breaker opens to isolate it. Coor dination also ensures that breakers do not close when doing so would cause damage or result in an accident.
Commutation Faults "Commutation errors" in power conditioning equipment using solid-state devices like thyristors are not uncommon. These errors are often induced by line transient3, which either short or open the soUd-state switching de�·ice.
In either event these errors can have serious consequences for a distribution system from dispersed generation without an isolating trans former, when this is allowed by local codes.
Protection equipment normally clears sine ·Nave energy or cJ. waveform with some degree of asymmetry; it is not designed to clear de faults, which commutation errors will induce.
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With isolation this condition is important only to the dis persed generator owner. However, isolatjon transformers are expensive and inefficient, and it is possible, as a consequence, that they will either not be installed (where local electrical codes and regulations allow this) or some substitute method might be used in lieu of the isolation transformer.
One substitute method involves the use of a circuit breaker at the output terminals of a power conditioner, actuated by a Hall effect de switch when a commutation error occurs.
When contacts have been closed for a long time, they have a
propensity not to open in a nonpreventative maintenance en vironment. The actuation time of the combined breaker and de sensor could allow a period of time when de is injected on to the distribution transformer. This can have significant ef fects upon the harmonic generation capabilities of the transformer by causing magnetic saturation. Such harmonics may cause fuses to clear inadvertently, thereby affecting service to other customers.
Mitigation of these deleterious effects calls for very fast act
ing breakers, probably of the solid state variety (9).
Directional Overcurrent Relaying
Traditional directional overcurrent relaying relies on posi tive-sequence power flows toward a fault and negative sequence power flows away from it.
The actuating torque in a directional device uses this rela tionship. In the presence of zero-sequence power, perhaps caused by phase imbalance of dispersed generation undergoing its diurnal cycle, a mistrip could occur. Techniques will have to be developed to eliminate or mitigate this effect.
Directional Control
Reversal of power direction in a normal radially fed system can occur on the clearing of a fault. Such momentary power reversal can cause false tripping of slow speed directional overcurrent relays if means are not taken to 9revent it. This is ter med directional control, and the techniques 9resently used need to be examined in light of the known and antici pated effects of dispersed generation on the system.
Conventional Directional Overcurrent Devices
In a loop or ring-main as shown in Fig. 6 For a typical system as shown in Fig . 6 , directional and non directional t overcurrent relays have time lags for a given fault curren as shown. Current feeds into the fault at the location indicated from both directions, and the first relay to operate is at al 8 distribution (0.6 s). Note system that a similar situation could exist on a rad i with dispersed generation if a fault were fed from two directions or where a distribution system can be backf ed.
The fault' now occurs along route ACB only, and the next lay at C the r est of This: current signal is aml)lified and l)hase detected in a phase-sensitive rectifier, which l)rovides l)hase information to the :izicroprocessor. This i;ihase information is derived from the I R drop across the resistor when compared to a refer ence level. Direction of i;iower flow through the resistor can then be determined. Concurrently, the current magnitude signal is read by an analog-to-digital converter (A/D) when ever it receives a sample-and-hold pulse.
The sample-and-hold (S&H) pulse is derived from the line voltage through the step-down transformer T2. The output of this transformer is shifted by 90°, clip[>ed, and differentiated to provide a narrow width S&H of l)ulse that occurs at the peak the unit current sine wave, ass uming a unity l)Ower load. The AID reads a signal proportional to b I y cos e , where fJ is the . load· power angle. Assuming reasona l sinusoidal currents and voltages, this signal is prol)ortional to l)Ower for a given line voltage.
,: The digital signals are inl)ut to a microl)rocessor, and pro cessed l)arameters can be disp layed on a readout. Load powers are compared with limits in the microprocessor hard war e; which can be dynamically Ul)dated as necessary. Out o!-limits breaker trip i;iower levels can give annunciated alarms, initiate routines,
. and monitor for some established re coMection crite ri a Although only a single-phase rel)resentation is shown in Fig; o 7, three-phase versions could be implemented for de pl yment on feeder systems and inte rmedi ate/c entral station
This technology is available today, at a [>rice that is conso nant with the del)loyment of digital systems in general.
Distributed Intelligence on Feeders Containing Diso ersed Current thinking is that h igh density digital logic in the form of l)ackaged microprocessors and coml)uters · o will meet the need. H wever, of it should be remembered that while the cost hardware chips in this ral)idly advancing technology have been reduced drastically, the costs of program software have labor not followed suit. In fact, they have risen because of the intensity of the task.
These factors will certainly be important in the del)loyment and iml)lementation of so-called microprocessor-based distri buted intelligence; one reason is that new generalized control algorithms will have to be designed and developed. This is a sizable task given the real-time operating environment.
Microprocessor-based circuit breakers and other com!?onents of the kind described above could be employed in the pole top distributed intelligence and control role and at a local level interacting with a host or master computer at substation.
A great deal is being learned about real-time control of in dustrial l)lant and equipment and transmission of data in the telecommunications industry, which will hel!? in using micro l)rocessor techniques in the DSG con trol role.
The advent of load management and remote metering using duplex communication channels in the 150 and 900 MHz radio frequency bands will al so be valuable in DSG communi cations and control.
The electrical environment in the distributed control role is liable to be severe for the low-level logic that is found within microl)rocessors. Consequently it may be necessary to have to develol) a line of noise imm une microl)rocessor logic espe cially tailored to the utility distribution electromagnetic environment found in substations and pole tops, as was neces sary for industrial digital computer control.
COMMUNICATIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION AUTOMATION
With continued study into the integration of DSGs into utility networks, one fact is becoming abundantly clear: for DSG deployment and use to be successful, vastly improved com munications systems will be required (10).
Traditional communications methods for electrical supply have involved an amalgam of radio, telephone, and power line communications. These methods, while always in need of im provement, have met the needs of alectri city s uppli ers an d t heir customers.
With the advent of cogeneration and renewaole energy tecn nologi es, however, distribution communication requirements
as an inte gration issue has been identified as singularly imoortant for distribution automation.
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A great deal of this attention derives from the communica tions experiments undertaken by DOE, EPRI, and others in the load management area, and in !?articular communications for remote meter reading. However, communications re quirements for distribution automation (control, 1?rotection, and status monitoring) will be significantly different than those required for remote meter reading and direct load con trol. These requirements will need to be addressed in the near future as utilities evaluate alternative communication technologies, 1?articularly with the 900-MHz radio frequency band soon to be available. Distribution automation will require two-way communication for such functions as data acquisition, control, and confirma tion of status.
Communication requirements will be ex-1?ressed in terms of data rate, reliability, throughput, and co ordination. These requirements will vary by function and will vary between normal and em ergency operating conditions. Should a communication channel also be shared with other functions like load switching control or remote meter read ing, then the bandwidth and 1?rotocol requirements will in cr,ease. Furthermore, communication requirements will vary with the individual utility apl?llcations, due to substation/ feeder design and operation.
The communication system required in a fully implemented distribution automation system will have four major links:
• feeder communications from feeder remote units Within this structure, each of the four links will have its own set of requirements for various functions.
Note, however, that the more decentralized or distributed the l?L'Ocessing is, the fewer are the communication requirements.
A first stei;> in selecting a communication channel at eac:h level should oegin with a com(llete specification of the func tional requirements, as well as the functional role of each module in the automation system. Communications systems will need to be structured in a vertical hierarchy, otherwise an infinite network at each level could cause technical and economic 1?roblems. Once the com1?lete functional require ments for the communication channel are established, an evaluation of the Ol?tions available for two-way (duplex) channels may be undertaken, balancing technical and econom ic factors.
The differing apl?lication requirements of individual utilities will most likely result in several different technologies being deployed for the substation-feeder link; This 1?rollfere.tion of technologies could lead to duplication of effort if standards are not 1?re1?ared and im1?lemented. Should one co mmunica tion technology dominate in the future, the automation sys tem should accommodate the com munication medium, but the technology will be 1?rimarily driven by the communication medium most readily available at the least cost.
Perhal?s the most 1?romising new co mmunication technology to emerge recently is that of single-mode optical fibers transmitting coherent light along considerable distances to sensitive l?hotodiodes.
This technology is being extensively deployed by the tele communi cations industry in the United States, and electric utilities in Ja1?an hc.ve used fiber Ol?tics for com munication and control since 197 5 (11 ).
Communications technology beyond that i?resently employed 'Jr 'Suoervisory ScntMl !nd 1),0.ta \nalvsis/.R.emore ".'e�minal Unit systems will have to �e evolved for -:lispersed g -e ne�a- Fig. 8 . The communications for feeder control was done m ainly by radio, but a l?OWer line carrier was used to verify radio data.
Base station computer A was used to collect and 1?rocess sub station data, maintain the data base, and use derived algo rithms for automatic control. Coml?uter B was used primarily for coordinating the system and its co mmunication channels and executing control algorithms on sectionalizing and switching of feeders, together with voltage regulation and reactive {var) l?OWer control.
The instrumentation system used auxiliary current and volt age transformers for l?Ower sensing and multiplex signal switching for saml?ling each i;iarameter about twenty times for each 60-Hz cycle. Sam1?ling times of distribution system 1?arameters are often critical because breaker switching times have a direct bearing on system stability, and signal m ultiplexing must have a wide range of 1?erformance. Com i?Uters operating in this tY1?e of real-time environment usually require SOl?histicated interrupt structures, and much work needs to be done in this area.
Com1?uter A, with in1?Ut from a high-speed data 1?rocessing unit, calculates the 1?arame ters normally measured by on-site instrumentation (RMS values of current and voltage and other data for the total integration of control functions). Because of real-time speed of [)rocessing requirements, hard wired multipliers were used instead of J?rogram multi9ly routines, which are often slow in execution. A separate mi croprocessor at the substation controlled communications to and from the J?Ole-mounted units in the field. This proc essor also coordinated communication pro tocols for fault de tection and breaker switching.
Array processor type computers might be needed in some in stances at the substation because of the large amounts of data that are input.
The radio frequency link shown in Fig. 8 was in the 150-MHz commercial radio band.
One of the J?rimary attributes of distributed micro9rocessor based comm unications and control is the inherent capability to dynamically u£:>date the power distribution equipment con figuration for optimum load flow and restoration of service following section outage. A flow diagram control algorithm for this is shown in Fig. 9 .
Such dynamic reconfiguration procedures would allow opti mum use of equipment under fault conditions, where (as always) minimum disturbance to nonfaulted parts of the net work is required.
The reconfiguration menu in the logic is continuously u9dated
by input from remote terminals about their status. A!?art from distribution automation, this continuously refreshed data can also be used for dis1?atch purposes, and some level of on-line load flow analysis could be done to adjust ti me current coordination of relays and breakers as a function of dispersed generation status on the system (such as short circuit current capability for network protection if and when faults occur).
As noted [)reviously, com munication media availability will drive the technology to some extent. This is alr eady occur-' ring for excessive use of the radio frequency S!?ectrum, cou;;>led with the expense of dedicated tele!?hone lines, is driving the utilities to seek other co m munication media;
hence the interest in fiber optics.
If fiber optic com munications can give the high reliability needed for DSG de[)loyment, that technology could enhance the use of dispersed 9ower.
On-Site Battery Storage
The question of on-site (local) energy storage-batteries-at wind and photovoltaic generation sites, is a complicated one (8). 
Microprocessor· Based Fault Protection Network Optimization Logic
Commerciall y available lead-acid batteries are expensive be cause of their lim ited charge-dischB.l'ge life-cycle. As a con sequence, where a dis persed generator ht;!;> ca!?acity in excess of load, the excess energy can be sold to the utility by inter connecting the DSG's output with the utility grid under a PURPA arrangement.
However, the availability of energy at a solar site may not coincide with the peak load of the utility it is connected to. On a purely technical basis this would appear to merit so me sort of storage so that excess ca[)acity may be sold back to the utility at its 9eak load time.
On an economic basis the issue is not clear. Buy-back rates and time zone wheeling are clearly para meters that affect energy storage.
CONCLUSIO NS
Whenever dispersed generation is connected to a distribution system at a power level sufficient to cause stability prob lems, it beco mes irn1?ortant that load flow, fault current, and transient stability analyses be carried out 1?rior to connection.
These analyses are needed to determine relay coordination settings under both static and dynamic disj?ersed generation conditions. They will also ensure that nongenerating custom ers are not affected by the on-site generation of their neigh bors. Preferential locations and stability factors for dispersed generation can also be derived from these analyses. Safety o( lines men is of primary concern in the de9loyment of DSG. In this respect there seems to be little that can substi tute for a brief on-si te ins9ection of lock-o!?en DSG discon nects. A co mmunication system might conceivably act as a substitute, but its reliability, and therefore its cost would be inordinately high. But the concept does present a challenge.
The integration of dis9ersed and distributed power generation into the existing electrical grid system will not be a trivial matter. It will, however, be an evolving one, and as mistakes are made improvements will take place. The learning curve will be cli mbed with ti me, and the ratio of success to failure will be one of the arbiters of marketplace acce[)tance. Available fault currents at ai;:>E'lication and l?Oints are denoted in circles.
Maximum fault current is shown in the upper hemisphere, while maximum fault current is shown in the lower.
Fault current and load flow analysis will indicate fault cur rent magnitudes for all feeder excitation.
A three-phase (3.0) recloser Rl is located at the substation secondary. Fuse link groui;:>s Fl and F2 are located at or near sectionalizing point Sl.
The fuses and recloser must be time-current coordinated with and without the dispersed generation so that for any faults that occur between points Fl/El&2, the feeders are first in terrui;:>ted by the recioser on its fast curve, and then if the fault(s) persists, by the appropriate fuse groul'. Furthermore, the recloser should be capable of interrup ting any faults that may occur between the transfor mer secondary and the sec tionalizing point Sl.
For the transformer voltage and current dei;:>icted, a recloser with an interrui;:>ting rating of 4000 aml'S will be more than adequate to interrui;:>t the 1500 amps initial fault current at the transformer secondary. Continuous load current given by the transformer secondary is designated at 135 aml's, and the recloser load rating should be somewhat higher. Its minimum trip value should also be sensitive enough ta recognize the minimum ultimate fault current at the end sections of 
Transfer Tri"
•c.; mmun'i C3tic;' n� Channel {,,. ; �
If an opel"ating sequence on the reclosel" of two fast followed by two slow operations is used, with a reclosing interval of 2 seconds (120 cycles), the fast curve must be multiplied by a "K" facto!" as shown.* In this pal"ticulal" example coordination with fuses below 40 T is not i;>ossible. Fol" instance, the minimum melting curve of a 30 T fuse will give a maximum coordinated i;>oint of 1000 ami;>S with a "K" factored A CUl"Ve. This is lt!ss than the ass umed 1190 amps of initial fault current on feeder SlEl, and the fuse would clear before the recloser had a chance to oi;>erate. Thus for temi;>orary faults, the feeder section would be isolated inadvertently.
As shown in Fig. A2 a 40 T fuse link will give a maximum coordination i;>oint of approximately 1450 amps, which is sufficient to oermit the recloser to clear a fault on its fast A curve.
All recloser delayed responses are slower than the maximum clearing curve of a 40 T fuse, thereby giving a minimum coordination point of 280 amps, in this instance, which will allow the fuse to rupture during the third element of the recloser timing cycle.
Fuse group F2 can employ a 65 T fuse link for successful coordination under nominal conditions; i.e., dispersed generation operating at peak injection.
This will give a maximum coordination point of 2100 amps with a K factored encloser fast resoonse as shown in Fig. A3 . Minimum coordination point ·for responses B, C, and E is 280 amps, but Bi s considered marginal because of its close proximity to the 65 T maximum clearing curve in the region of the minimum coordination point.
Curve B will offer a mm1mum coordination l?Oint of 1350 amps. For fault currents below 1350 amps the 65 T fuse will clear the fault during the third recloser operation, but for a fault current above 1350 amps, the recloser will clear the fault on the D response and will lock permanently (bolted faults).
This would have the effect of de-energizing the whole sys tem, whereas only the branch feeder on which the fault occurred needs to be isolated. shows an example. The choice between the C or E resoonses will not affect the coordination under a given set of conditions, but curve c will provide a greater margin of load-si de fuse coordination because of its longer timing.
However, there could be l?roblems with source-side coordination. Now consider the two scenarios with variable dispersed generation.
Normally known and stable fault curl'ents a.re necessary to achieve effective coordination. Depending Ui?on the level of l?enetration, this will not be the case with wind and photovoltaic energy systems added, and thereby complicating the issue.
Residential and inte�mediate load renewable energy installations ranging from 10 kW to 100 kW cal?acity will in var iably feed into a "stiff" low impedance utility voltage source, which will fix the op erating voltage of the intertie. The dispersed source will provide power and energy at that voltage to the elec trical transm ission and distribution system.
A 100-kW photovoltaic installation, perhaps serving a shopl?ing cinter, would inject between 400 and 500 amps into the system at 240 volts, depending upon relative voltage phasor conditions, l?Ower factor, and coupling transformer turns ratio.
Transformer turns ratio in the future for photovoltaic systems is liable to be reduced as PY array field 2 voltages increase to reduce r R losses in the array de field wiring.
Thus, currents of the above magnitudes and higher could be evident.
Because of diurnal effects, the injected current will be modulated with a dailv cosine function; this, of course, is predictable, as is the array short-circuit current, .at about 12096 of the current ::ir•a11ar 1s anerncung to c1ear !Me iauu. 11 wnl reeo tne snort, ::ius Keeo1ng 1ne .1.rc ailYe.
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However, what cannot be J?redi c ted with any degree of certainty will be the effects u9on outJ;>Ut current of scudding J?artial cloud cover J?a5Sing over the PY array fields, and wind gusts that are not com9ensated for in a wind energy system.
The overall effect of such current variability on J;>rotection coordination could be to create ambiguous and variable time current relationshii;>s, which will affect the coorcUnation in a dynamic and J?robapLy de trimental way, becau3e the J?rotection schemes currently em9loyed are essentially static. The effects could be ' l,)lll' ticularly J?ronounced in the situation discussed here, where areas of coordination convergence ambiguity exist as shown in Fig. A3 .
The modularity charac teristics qf wind and photovoltaic energy systems, giving them ideal add-on features, 'w ill imJ?act relaying coordination unless-J?roper J?lanning is undertaken.
Under the conditions noted above, a case could be made fol' some level of real-time J?recognition of dispersed generation status, such that relay and fuse sensitivities and selection may be dynamically adjusted in their fault current characteristics to allow maximum J;>rotection of network equipment.
This will aLso improve service reliability and enhance the safety of linesmen.
